
“In 2000, total sales of software 
reached approximately $180 
billion, supported by a large 
workforce encompassing 
697,000 software engineers 
and 585,000 computer 
programmers.”

The Software Problem

• Scale
• The cost of change
• Users as bugs
• Evolution yields complexity and bugs
• Software engineering matters

The global software 
market had total 
revenues of $292.9 
billion in 2011.

-- MarketLine



Scale

Gibbs, Software’s Chronic Crisis, Sci. Am., Sept. 1994



The Cost of Change

Steve McConnell, Software Quality at Top Speed, 
Software Development, August 1996



Evolution yields Complexity/Bugs

Belady & Lehman, A Model of Large Program Development, IBM Systems Journal, (15)3, 1976



Users as Bugs

Boehm, SE as it is, ICSE’79



Scale, Bugs, Evolution

It’s a wonder software works at all.
And it’s so cheap, too.
What’s up with that?



Software Engineering Matters



The Changing Face of Software
• Applications

- Web 2.0, Mobile 2.0, …
- Ubiquitous computing
- Developing world
- Big data, AI, ….

• Methodologies
- Open Source
- Agile (XP, Scrum)

• Technologies
- Web services, javascript, AJAX, JQuery, …
- Programming environments (Eclipse), AOP
- Component-based, Model-driven software development

Do we rewrite the rules, 
or just reinterpret them?



Technical Themes of the Course
Scale

All of computer science, especially CS 
research, is about managing scale.  So is SE.

Risk
SE is all about managing risk.  Doing 
something important requires taking risks.  SE 
seeks to increase upside risk (great products), 
while decreasing downside risks (late, buggy, 
etc.)



Goals of the Course
• Learn foundational concepts of SE
• Exposure to the foundational literature
• Improve reading papers critically
• Improve discussing technical ideas
• Take ideas and skills into your own practice
• Ultimately, software engineering literacy

• Conversant in issues – think and talk like a 
software engineer(ing researcher)



My Promise

Authentic practice

A minimum of busy work



Your Promise

Come prepared every day



Rest of Today
• Structure of course
• Grading
• How to read and discuss papers
• Project
• Questions (at any time)





In-Class Discussion – First K Weeks
Directed by me.  Repeat:
1.I will ask a question (see next slide)

2.I will select one of you to answer
3.An assessment of the answer will be made
4.If appropriate, I will open the question for you 
to discuss with neighbors
5.I will select someone to elaborate the first 
answer [iterate as necessary]

(I will experiment with variants of the above)



In-Class Discussion – First K Weeks
Questions will come from a few places:
• Paper-reading rubric

– people problem, technical problem…
• One of your questions from the paper
• One of my questions

(The better your questions are, the fewer of my 
questions I’ll ask. :)



In-Class Discussion – Weeks K 10
“Socratic Circles” round-table discussion
More dynamic, less controlled, more open-

ended
“Peer learning”



Alternative Formats Throughout
About a half-dozen class sessions will use 
alternative formats
• “Workshop”

– working or problem-solving in small groups
• Lecture (talk) – me or visitor
• No class on Tuesday before Thanksgiving

(week 9 – work on your project)


